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TOUCH!
Decisive, and compelling, touch is a sensory celebration. The new hue, “Touch!”, translates the
essence of warm, physical touch into visual warmth. The quiet beige-pink hue, realized with its
infusion of red, immediately suggests a comforting environment. Like the sense from which it is
inspired, it adds effortless and soothing affection to design.
Within residential interiors, “Touch!” can highlight any space from family gathering rooms, to
kitchen and bath, to bedrooms. Viewed as a solid colour, it can appear in architectural coatings,
textiles, and as an unexpected colour for tables and cabinets. The unique “tactile” visual quality
of “Touch!” imbues it with the ability to add a special sense to design. As a conduit to hospitality
and warmth, it also coordinates with other hues flawlessly, both cool and warm, and satisfies
the desire for comfort in home life.
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From public lobbies and reception areas to private offices and lounge areas “Touch!” is a colour
that puts visitors and workers at ease with a reassuring vibe. Bringing a naturally shared sense
into the commercial realm adds to the spatial experience and connects the inhabitants in a
human way. With physical touch currently very discretionary, the colour of “Touch!” is key to
suggesting touch in an optical and virtual way.
Our RENOLIT 3D Thermolaminate “Touch!” offers a unique opportunity to create a realistic touch
sensation. Sheens either matte or glossy also add to the sensory essence of “Touch!” as both add
to the depth of the colour.

The act of touch is a revered sensation, one of deepest connection. The colour of “Touch!” makes
the connection visually and offers an intuitive connection to design.
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In combination with other hues and patterns, “Touch!” introduces balance, quiet, anticipation
and happiness. When Lichen Green is added to the combination, the forest floor comes to life
in a sense-filled array of colours and textures. The introduction of cooler colours such as Ocean
Breeze Supermatt and Acai Berry Supermatt creates a beautiful blending of warm and cool that
creates sensations of air, land and water merely through viewing the colours.
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